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Abstract 

 
Face is one of the unique features of human body which has complicated characteristic. Facial features (eyes, nose, 

and mouth) can be detection used for face recognition. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a new algorithm of data mining 
technique, recently received increasing popularity in machine learning community. The Smooth Support Vector Machine 

(SSVM) is a further development of a SVM. The SSVM convert the SVM primal formulation to a nonsmooth 

unconstrained minimization problem. Since the objective function of this unconstrained optimization problem is not 

twice differentiable, smoothing techniques will be used to solve this problem. This paper presents Smooth Support Vector 
Machines (SSVM) for samples-based face recognition with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for face extraction 

called eigenfaces. The eigenfaces is projected onto human faces to identify features vector. The eigenfaces including 

implemented Jacobi‘s method for eigenvalues and eigenvectors has been performed. This significant features vector can 

be used to identify an unknown face using the SSVM to construct a nonlinear classifier by using a nonlinear kernel for 
classification and multiclass recognition. Firstly, a preprocessing is done by taking facial features from various 

expressions from each individual. Secondly, we obtain the features vector from eigenfaces. Thirdly, we use SSVM to 

train and test in Olivetti Research Lab (ORL) faces database. The proposed system has shown competitive result and 

demonstrates that methods are available. 
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1.  Introduction 

 
Pattern Recognition is a part of Computer Science, mapping data onto specific concept which is defined 

previously. The specific concept mentioned class or category. Application of pattern recognition is very 

wide, some of them, are voice recognition in security system, iris recognition, face recognition, finger 

recognition, and diagnosis of disease from medical records. Methods are known in pattern recognition, such 

as linear discrimination analysis, hidden markov model and artificial intelligent. The latest method is 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) [1][2]. SVM developed by Boser, Guyon, Vapnik, and first presented in 

1992 in Annual Workshop on Computational Learning Theory. The Basic concept of SVM is harmonic 

combination from computation theories has existed several years before, like margin hyperplane (Duda & 

Hart in 1973, Cover in (1965), Vapnik (1964), and so on. Kernel published by Aronszajn in 1950, and the 

other supported concept. Until 1992, has never been effort to unite the component from theories [3][4]. 

 Differences from neural network is to find hyperplane separator between class, SVM is to find the 

best hyperplane input space. The SVM basic principle is linear classifier and develops to apply non-linear 

problem with input of kernel trick on high space dimensional. This development gives stimulus in pattern 

recognition research to investigate the potential of SVM ability theoretical and application. From now on, 

SVM has success applied to real-word problems. And generally comparable result is better then other 

methods like artificial neural network [5]. As one of the most successful applications of image analysis and 

understanding, face recognition has recently received significant attention, especially during the past few 

years and has own the advantages and disadvantages result. Done to the complex representation of the 

human face, it is very complicated to develop an ideal computation model.  

 

The earliest work on face recognition can be traced back at least 1950s in psychology and the 1960s in 

the engineering literature. Some of the earliest studies include work on facial expression by Darwin (1972), 

and research on automatic machine recognition of faces started in 1970s. Over the 30 years extensive 

research has been conducted by psychophysicist, neuroscientist, and engineers on various aspects by humans 

and machines [13].  

Smooth Support Vector Machine developed by Y.J. Lee and O.L. Mangasarian [10] and its application in 

medical representation by Santi W.P and A.Embong [8,10]. It is shown as machine learning make better 

training than other techniques in supervised learning method [5,12]. Face recognition get many attention this 

day, because many application use it as identification tool, ATM (Automatic Teller Machine), crime, and 

others. Many features extraction techniques applied as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or Karhunen-

Loeve transform or Hostelling[13]. 
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2. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

 
A face as picture can be seen as a vector X. If length and width from that picture is w and h pixels then 

amount components from vector are w*h. Each pixel is coded by one component vector.  

 
Fig. 1. Face picture vector formation 

 

Face vector mentioned in a space, that is face space from picture has dimension of w*h pixel. Each face 

looks similar to others. Each face has two eyes, one mouth, one nose and others where set at the same place, 

so all face vector at narrow set of space image. Therefore all space image is not optimal to describe face. In 

order make a face space which describes face better. The basis vector from space face called principal 

components[6]. 
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Fig. 2. Face recognition system 

 
2.1. Eigenfaces method  

 

The basic idea of eigenfaces is that all face images are similar in all configurations and it can described to 

basic face images. Based on this idea, the eigenfaces procedures are as follows (7) : 

a. Assume the training sets of images are г
1
,г

2
,г

3
, …, г

m 
with each image is I (x,y). Convert each image into 

set of vectors and new full-size matrix (mxp), where  m is the number of training images and p is x*y. 

b. Find the mean face by : 

Ψ=
1

m
1

m

i

i

         (1) 

c. Calculate the mean- subtracted face : 

Фi = Гi – Ψ,  i = 1,2, …,m                     (2) 

and a set of matrix is obtained with  A= [Ф1, Ф2, ,…, Ф3] is the mean-substracted matrix vector with its size 

Amp. 

d. By implementing the matrix transformations, the vector matrix is reduced by : 

               Cmm = Amp x 
T

pm
A          (3)

 

Where C is the covariance matrix and T  is transpose matrix.
 

e. Find the eigenvectors, Vmm
 
and eigenvalues, m  

from the C matrix (using Jacobi    method) and ordered the eigenvectors by highest eigenvalues. Jacobi‘s 

method is chosen because its accuracy and realibility than other method [15].  

f. Apply the eigenvectors matrix, Vmm
 

and adjusted matrix, m . These vectors determine linear 

combinations of the training set images to form the eigenfaces, Uk
, 
by : 

 
                    Uk = ,

1

m

n kn

n




 k = 1,2,…, m          (4)  

Instead of using m eigenfaces, m< m which we consider the image provided for training are more than 

1 for individuals or class. m  is the total class used. 

g. Based on the eigenfaces, each image have its face vector by:  

   ( ), 1,2,...,T

k kW U k m           (5) 

And mean subtracted vector of size (px1) and eigenfaces is pmU  . The weights form a feature vector 

 1 2, ,...,T
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h. A face can reconstructed by using its feature, 
T  vector and previous eigenfaces, mU   as :  

          f
             (6) 

               Where  

1

m

f i i

i

wU




   

3. Support Vector Machines 

  

SVM concept a simple describe as effort to find the best hyperplane as separator 2 class in space input. 

Hyperplane  in vector space d dimension is affine subspace to d-1 dimension divided vector space into two 

parts where each corresponds with different class. The figure shown some pattern cluster from two class : +1 

and -1. Classification problem interpreted to find the hyperplane line as separator  with many alternative 

discrimination boundaries. The best separator hyperplane between two class found by measure hyperplane 

margin and finding the maximum point. Margin is distance between the hyperplane and the near pattern from 

each pattern. The nearest pattern called support vector.  

 
Fig.3. SVM Finding optimal hyperplane to separate     between two class -1 and +1 

 

We begin with the simple linear support vector machines formulation as follows [1]: 

wye
yw

'min
,,



 

                  s.t.   eyeAwD          (1) 

                                                    0y  

Here,  is a positive weight,  is an arbitrary norm and the m x n matrix A represents m given in 
nR which 

belong to class 1 or -1 depending on whether the corresponding elements of the given m x m diagonal matrix 

D are 1 or -1 respectively.  

 

4. The Smooth Support Vector Machines 
 

4.1. SSVM with a linear kernel 

We consider the problem of classifying m points in the n-dimensional real space 
nR , represented by the 

m x n matrix A, according to membership of each point iA  in the classes 1 or -1 as specified by a given m x 

m diagonal matrix D with ones or minus ones along its diagonal. For this problem the standard SVM with a 

linear kernel is given by the following for some v > 0 [2]: 

mnRyw  1),,(
min


 wwyev 

2

1
           (2) 

   s.t.   eyeAwD    

            0y  

Here w is the normal to the bounding planes : 

               1 wx  

               1 wx       (3) 

And   determines its location relative to the origin. The first plane above bounds the class 1 points and the 

second plane bounds the class -1 points when the two classes are strictly linearly separable, that is when the 

slack variable y = 0. The linear separating surface is the plane  

               wx               (4) 

Midway between the bounding planes (3). If the classes are linearly inseparable then two planes bound the 

two classes with a soft margin determined by a nonnegative slack variable y, that is: 

  ,1,1 
iiii DandAxforywx   

  ,1,1 
iiii DandAxforywx       (5) 

In this smooth approach, the square of  2-norm of the slack variable y is minimized with weight 
2

v
 instead of 

the 1-norm of  y as in (2). In addition the distance between the planes (3) is measured in the (n+1)-
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dimensional space of   1,  nRw  , that is 

2
),(

2

w
.Thus using twice the reciprocal squared of the 

margin instead, yields our modified SVM problem as follows : 

mnRyw  1),,(
min


)(

2

1

2

2 wwyy
v

 

   s.t.   eyeAwD                        (6) 

            ey   

The constraint in (6) can be written  

       eAwDey                       (7) 

Thus, we can convert the SVM problem (6) into an equivalent SVM which is an unconstrained optimization 

problem as follows : 

   )(
2

1

2
min 22

2,



  wweAwDe

v

w

          (8) 

This problem is a strongly convex minimization problem without any constraints. It is easy to show that it 

has a unique solution. However, the objective function in (8) is not twice differentiable which precludes the 

use of a fast Newton Method. We thus apply the smoothing techniques and replace x  by a very accurate 

smooth approximation that is given by  ,xp , the integral of the sigmoid function 
x 1

1
of neural 

networks, that is  

    0,1log
1

,   


 xxxp                 (9) 

This p function with a smoothing parameter   is used here to replace the plus function of (8) to obtain a 

smooth support vector machine (SSVM) : 

  


:,min
1),(




w
nRw 1),(

min
 nRw 

   )(
2

1
,

2

2
2

2
  wweAwDep

v
    (10) 

 

We will now show that the solution of problem (6) is obtained by solving problem (10) with  approaching 

infinity. We take advantage of the twice differentiable property of the objective function of (10) to utilize a 

quadratically convergent algorithm for solving the smooth support vector machine (10). 

Lee, et al [11] explained Newton-Armijo Algorithm for SSVM as follows : 

Start with any   100 ,  nRw  . Having  iiw , , stop if the gradient of the objective function of (8) is 

zero, that is   0,  iiw  . Else compute  11 ,  iiw  as follows:  

i). Newton Direction : Determine direction 
1 ni Rd  by setting equal to zero the linearization of 

  ,w  around  iiw ,  which gives n +1 linear equations in n+1 variables : 

    iiiii wdw   ,,2
       (11) 

ii). Armijo Stepsize : Choose a step size Ri   such that : 

                   i

i

iiii dww   ,, 11
                 (12) 

 Where 








 ,...
4

1
,

2

1
,1maxi such that : 

        iii

i

i

i

iiii dwdww   ,,,            (13) 

 Where 









2

1
,0 . 

 

4.2. Kernel Trick and Nonlinear Classification  

 In the real world problem, the training data cannot be linearly separated in the original space but may be 

linearly separated in a higher dimensional space after applying some nonlinear map. In new vector space, 

hyperplane separated the two class can be constructed. Cover theory declare ―when  transformation is a 

nonlinear and dimension from feature space is high, then data in input space can mapping onto new feature 

space which the patterns in huge probability can separated linearly‖.  Using the kernel techniques we can 

achieve this goal without knowing the nonlinear map. There are many variants of kernel function, eg. 

polynomial kernel, radial basis function (RBF), sigmoid function. [5,12]. 
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Table 1. Kernel function using in the system, the parameters p,ζ,υ,c are given beforehand 

Dot product ' '( , ) .k x x x x  

Polynomial ' '( , ) ( . 1) pk x x x x   

RBF  2
'

'

2
( , ) exp( )

2

x x
k x x




   

Sigmoid ' '( , ) tanh( ( . ) )k x x v x x c   

 

4.3. SSVM with a Nonlinear Kernel 

 

 We now describe how to construct a nonlinear separating surface which is implicitly defined b a kernel 

function. We briefly describe now how the generalized support vector machine (GSVM) [9] generates a 

nonlinear separating surface by using a completely arbitrary kernel. The GSVM solves the following 

mathematical program for a general kernel 
'( , )K A A : 

       
),,(

min
yu 

 )(ufyev             (14) 

              s.t.   eyeDuAAKD  )',(  

          0y  

Here f(u) is some convex function on 
mR which suppresses the parameter u and v is some positive number 

that weights the classification error e‟y versus the suppression of u. A solution of this mathematical program 

for u and   leads to the nonlinear separating surface       

     DuAxK ,         

       (15) 

to obtain the SSVM with a nonlinear kernel K(A‟,A) : 

     22

2,
'

2

1
,',

2
min 


 uueDuAAKDep

v

u

                      (16) 

Where  ', AAK  is a kernel map from 
mxmnxmmxn RtoxRR . We note that this problem, which is capable 

of generating highly nonlinear separating surfaces, still retains the strong convexity and differentiability 

properties for any arbitrary kernel. All of the results of the previous sections still hold. Hence we can apply 

the Newton-Armijo Algorithm directly to solve (16). 

 

5. Experiment Result and Discussion  
 

A. Face Database  

 

The Code for eigenfaces is developed using C , SSVM code developed using C++.  

The first experiment is performed on the Cambridge Olivetti Research Lab (ORL) face database. Samples 

taken on four person randomly. Each person has ten different images, taken at different times. We show four 

individuals (in four rows) in the ORL face images in Fig. 4. There are variations in facial expressions such as 

open/closed eyes, smiling/nonsmiling. All the images were taken against a dark homogeneous background 

with the subjects in an up-right, frontal position, with tolerance for some side movements. There are also 

some variations in scale. 

 

          
 

          
 

          
 

          
 

Fig. 4. Four individuals (each in one row) in ORL face database. There are 10 images for each person. 

 

B. Preprocessing 

 

After we get the raw image, we must preprocess them. Figure 5 expresses the procedures. The procedures 

consisted of auto locating the centres of the facial features (eyes, nose, and mouth), translating, scaling, and 

rotating the face to place the center on specific pixel. Preprocessing has done to remove background and hair, 
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histogram equalizing the non-masked facial pixels, and scaling the non-masked facial pixel to zero mean and 

unit variance, then we get the normal face [12]. Image size 100x100 pixels, greyscale and saved in PGM 

format.  

              
Fig. 5. Image after Preprocessing 

 

              
Fig. 6. Mean Image 

 

C. Weight 

 

The weight w is a representation images as a vector which is unit has a direction and value. 

 

D. Normalisation 

 

The features vectors used into Smooth Support Vector Machines for classification and recognition for 

human faces. Before the learning phase, the previous features vector Ω
T
 is normalize to a range [-1,1] to input 

value for SSVM requirement, avoid computational problems and to facilitate learning[16]. 

 

E. Input SSVM 

 

Input value after normalization is initialisation data as data training will processed. We implemented 

binary classification described in previous. Each SSVM was trained to distinguish between images from one 

person  (labelled +1) and other images from other person (labelled -1). 

 

F. Processing SSVM 

 

The Algorithm of SSVM in brief, 

1. Initialization data 

2. Compute Gradient , if Gradient <0 then stop, else 

3. Compute Hessian Matrix 

4. Determine Newton Direction 

5. Find the stepsize 

6. Update new point 

7. Loop to step (1) 

 

G. Multi-class Recognition 

 

Previous subsection describes the basic theory of SSVM for two class classification. We had try face 

recognition in binary classification(17). Expansion to multiclass classifier can be obtained by combining two 

class SSVM. Usually there are two schemes for this purpose. First, One-against-all approach to classify 

between each class and all the remaining. Second is One-against-one approach to classify between each pair. 

The methods are Bottom-up tree (pairwise) and Top-down tree (Decision Directed Acyclic Graph), (5). 

We use the fist approach caused by the training effort side one-against all is better than one-against-one. 

From four persons or four classes in data set, we order training and testing face to get verification and 

recognition every face from each individual. 

Person 1 against person 2,3, and  4. 

Person 2 against person 1, 3, and 4. 

Person 3 against person 1, 2, and 4 

Person 4 against person 1, 2, and 3. 

 

H. Recognition/Prediction 

 

Experiment carried out in two steps: training and testing. Training conducted in 100, 75, 62, 50 of 

percentage from data set. And testing in difference then calculate the average value to know how machine 

works effectively.  

 

Table 2. Experiment result with RBF Kernel function   

Person Train (face) Iteration number Prediction(%) Test  (face) Prediction (%) 

1 

(labelled 

+1) 

40 6  

100 

- - 

30 5 10 90 

25 5 15 93.3 

20 4 20 95 

2 40 4  -  
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(labelled 

+1) 

30 5 100 10 100 

25 4 15 

20 4 20 

3 

(labelled 

+1) 

40 5  

100 

- - 

30 4 10 80 

25 4 15 93.3 

20 4 20 90 

4 

(labelled 

+1) 

40 4  

100 

-  

100 30 4 10 

25 4 15 

20 4 20 

The experiment accuracy/prediction rate worked perfectly in training and the testing works average of 95. 

13 % totally experiment conducted in above faces sample. And SSVM machine useful to solve problem for 

training in large data [10].  

 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 
In this study, we used eigenfaces to represent the features vector for human faces. The features are 

extracted from the original image represents unique identity used as inputs to present a new formulation in 

face recognition experiments using nonlinear Smooth Support Vector Machine with a classifier one-against-

all approach. The proposed system shown competitive result, and demonstrates that methods are available.  

In this paper the experiment result used face recognition in binary multiclass classification by having a 

bigger database and more effort put in the training of dataset. And we can improve the test prediction if we 

do searching best grid for parameter selection in SSVM algorithm(14). Also we can compare this technique 

(SSVM) with other face recognition techniques in supervised learning such as Neural Network. 
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